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Abstract. The AlphaZero algorithm is a general reinforcement learning algorithm that
defeated world-champion level programs in chess, shogi, and Go without prior knowledge.
However, the algorithm can only be used for fully observable games, in which all the
information regarding the current state of the game is visible to the players. It has not
been fully studied how the AlphaZero-type algorithm can be used in partially observable
games. Thus, in this study, we modify the AlphaZero algorithm to make it applicable to
partially observable environments. We use beliefs, which are posterior probability distri-
butions regarding the hidden state, to enable decision making and learning under partial
observability, and examine the use of particles to represent the beliefs. We modify the
Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) and the deep neural network in the AlphaZero al-
gorithm to enable the use of beliefs represented by particles. The performance of the
modified algorithm is tested using a popular card game, blackjack. Through numerical
experiments, we show that the use of particle representation of beliefs is a valid approach
to make the AlphaZero algorithm applicable to the partially observable environment.
Keywords: AlphaZero, Partially observable environment, MCTS, Deep neural network,
Belief, Particle

1. Introduction. Artificial intelligence for games, or game AI for short, is an important
branch of artificial intelligence. Progresses in game AI benefit not only mastering games
but also solving various kinds of real-world problems.

In some games, there have already been developed strong game AIs that can achieve
human-level or super-human performances (e.g., [1, 2, 3]). However, each game AI has
typically been developed to master the target game only. Such AIs are not easily applicable
to other games. General-purpose algorithms which can master a wide range of games had
not been extensively studied until recently.

The AlphaZero algorithm [4] has made an important achievement on this regard. It is
a general-purpose reinforcement learning algorithm built upon three techniques: self-play,
MCTS, and deep neural network. It has defeated world-champion level programs in chess,
shogi, and Go. The only required knowledge for the algorithm to master each of the three
games was basically the rules of the target game. Therefore, the algorithm can also be
applied to many other games.

However, the AlphaZero algorithm can only be used for mastering fully observable
games, in which all the information regarding the current state of the game is visible to
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the players. It has not been well studied how the AlphaZero-type algorithm can be used
in partially observable environments, in which some pieces of information regarding the
current state are hidden.
There have already been some studies that have modified AlphaZero for use in partial

observation environments [5, 6, 7]. There have also been many studies that have used
deep neural networks for reinforcement learning in partial observation environments [8,
9, 10, 11, 12]. To select optimal actions in partially observable environments, a sufficient
statistic for the hidden part of the state is necessary [13], and the previous studies have
used neural networks to create it. However, this approach requires training of a neural
network, and it is difficult for humans to understand the neural representation of the
sufficient statistic acquired through the training.
Thus, in this paper, we examine an alternative approach, where we use beliefs represent-

ed by particles as a sufficient statistic. The belief is the posterior probability distribution
of the hidden part of the state given available information [13], and the particles are a
set of samples drawn from the probability distribution [14]. The use of them is one of the
common approaches in decision making in partially observable environments [15, 16, 17],
and the belief represented by the particles is easy to understand for humans unlike the
neural representation. Their use has already been explored in some studies on MCTS
[18, 19, 20, 21]. However, their use has not been examined in combination with the MCTS
and deep neural network used in the AlphaZero algorithm.
In this paper, we modify the AlphaZero algorithm so that it can use beliefs represented

by particles. We test the performance of the modified algorithm using a popular card game,
blackjack. Using numerical experiments, we show the validity of the modified algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the original

AlphaZero algorithm. In Section 3, we describe the modification that we made to the
original algorithm. In Section 4, we provide experimental results. Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2. AlphaZero. Before providing the modified AlphaZero algorithm in the next section,
we review the original AlphaZero algorithm here.

2.1. Self-play. Self-play means that an AI algorithm plays the target game against the
same AI algorithm. This technique is useful in games in which two (or more) players play
against each other. It enables the AI algorithm to play a large amount of games by itself,
collecting experiences for learning.
The learning takes place as follows. First, the AI algorithm plays the target game N

times against itself and collects experiences. At each time step in each game, the algorithm
determines the next action to take according to an action probability distribution π. Here,
π is a vector whose a-th component, denoted by πa, is the probability of taking action a.
Namely,

πa = Pr (a|s), (1)

where s is the current state of the game and a is the next action. The action probability
distribution π is obtained by the MCTS method described in Section 2.2. After each game
is finished, the game’s result z is determined as, e.g., z = 1 if the player has won, and
z = −1 if the player has lost. The action probability distributions π and the results z
occurred in the N games played are recorded for being used later to train the neural
network (Section 2.3).
After N games are played, the neural network is trained with the recorded π and z.

Playing N games for collecting experiences and then training the neural network with the
collected experiences are collectively called an iteration. Typically, many iterations are
performed to master the target game.
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2.2. MCTS. At each time step during each game, an MCTS is performed to obtain the
action probability distribution π in Equation (1). In an MCTS, simulated games are played
Ns times, and a search tree is gradually constructed (Figure 1). Each node of the search
tree corresponds to a state of the game. The root node of the search tree corresponds to
the current state s0. For example, let us suppose that the target game is blackjack and
the current state s0 is that the dealer has two cards, 2 and 3, and the player also has
two cards, 2 and 3. This state is drawn at the root node of the search tree in Figure
1(a). (Details of the blackjack game are explained in Section 4.1. Although one of the
dealer’s cards is hidden in real blackjack games, let us assume, for the time being, that it
is visible.) Beginning from s0, simulated games are played Ns times.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Examples of the search tree in MCTS: (a) Search tree for black-
jack; (b) expansion of the search tree

In each state s of the simulated games, action a that maximizes

X(s, a) = Q(s, a) + U(s, a) (2)

is selected as the player’s next action, where Q(s, a) is the expected value of game result
z after action a is selected in state s, and

U(s, a) = cP (s, a)

√∑
a′ N(s, a′)

1 +N(s, a)
(3)

is a bias towards taking actions that have not been selected many times yet. In Equation
(3), P (s, a) is the prior probability distribution of the next action a, which is provided by
the neural network described in Section 2.3. N(s, a) is the number of times that action a
has been selected in s during the MCTS simulations. c is a hyper parameter that balances
the two terms, Q(s, a) and U(s, a). In Figure 1(a), for example, there are two actions,
“Hit” and “Stand” in each state. Each action in each state has its own Q(s, a) and U(s, a),
and the action with a greater value of Q(s, a) + U(s, a) is selected. Each simulation ends
at a leaf node of the search tree.

To calculate Q(s, a) and U(s, a), the search tree is gradually constructed during the Ns

simulated games (Figure 1(b)). Initially, the search tree consists only of the root node.
When a leaf node is reached during a simulation, it is expanded with initial values of

N(sL, a) = 0, (4)

W (sL, a) = 0, (5)
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Q(sL, a) = 0, (6)

P (sL, a) = pa (7)

for every action a. Here, sL is the state corresponding to the leaf node, W (sL, a) is the
sum of predicted game results, and pa is the action probability obtained by the neural
network in Section 2.3. In Figure 1(b), for example, let the bottom-left state (i.e., the
state reached after two “Hit” actions from s0) be the leaf node reached. It is expanded
for each action a with the initial values of P (sL, a) (and also of N(sL, a), W (sL, a), and
Q(sL, a), which are omitted in the figure), using the output (p, v) = fθ(sL) of the neural
network described in Section 2.3.
After expanding the leaf node, the simulated game is terminated, and the values of

each node up to the root node are updated as follows:

N(st, at) = N(st, at) + 1, (8)

W (st, at) = W (st, at) + v, (9)

Q(st, at) = W (st, at)/N(st, at), (10)

where st and at are the state and action, respectively, that occurred at the node being
updated, and v is the predicted game result obtained by the neural network in Section
2.3. After Ns simulated games are played, π is calculated as

πa =
N(s0, a)

1/τ∑
a′ N(s0, a′)1/τ

(11)

for each a, where N(s0, a) is the number that action a was selected in the root node s0
during the simulated games, and τ is a parameter that controls how directly the differences
in the action counts N(s0, a) become the differences in the action probabilities πa.

2.3. Deep neural network. A deep neural network is trained so that it outputs predic-
tions for the action probability distribution π and game result z given the current state
s. This is denoted by

(p, v) = fθ(s), (12)

where p and v are the neural network’s prediction for π and z, respectively, and θ denotes
the parameters of the neural network.
Training of the neural network is performed to minimize the following loss function:

l = (z − v)2 − πT log p+ k||θ||2, (13)

where p and v are the outputs of the neural network, π and z are the corresponding teacher
signals collected during the self-plays described in Section 2.1, and k is a constant. With
the neural network trained, pa in Equation (7) is obtained as the a-th component of the
neural network’s output p.

3. Modified AlphaZero. In partially observable games, the states are not fully observ-
able to the agent. For example, in blackjack, one of the dealer’s cards is hidden (Figure
2). In such a case, if there is some information available on the hidden part of the state,
a sufficient statistic for the hidden part of the state is necessary for the agent to correct-
ly predict the future. As mentioned in Section 1, we use a belief, which is the posterior
probability distribution of the hidden part of the state given the available information,
and we let the belief be represented by particles [14], which are samples drawn from the
probability distribution.
When one of the dealer’s cards is hidden (Figure 2), an example of the belief b is

b = {1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 6, 8, 8, 9, 10}, (14)

where each member of the set is a sample drawn from the posterior probability distribution
of the hidden card.
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Figure 2. Example of an MCTS search tree in which a card of the dealer
is hidden. In blackjack, the hidden card is revealed after the player selects
the “Stand” action.

We modify the MCTS algorithm so that the hidden part of the state is replaced with
belief b. For example, the root state s0 in Figure 2 is represented as “Dealer’s visible
card is 2, Player’s cards are 2 and 3, and the belief b of the dealer’s hidden card is
{1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 6, 8, 8, 9, 10}”. All the states s, s0, sL, and st in Section 2 are replaced with
those in which the hidden part of the state is replaced with belief b.

The inputs to the neural network are also modified accordingly. For example, in our
experiments of blackjack (Section 4), the input to the neural network is a 3× 10 matrix
(Figure 3). The top two rows of the matrix contain the dealer’s hand and the player’s
hand. The number of columns of the matrix is set to 10 because the number of the player’s
cards can be 10 at most in blackjack. The bottom row of the matrix contains the belief
(Equation (14)) of the dealer’s hidden card.

Figure 3. Example of the input to the neural network, in the case of the
root node in Figure 2

4. Experiments. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we let the
original and modified AlphaZero algorithms learn to play the blackjack game.

4.1. Rules of blackjack. The rules of the blackjack that we used for our experiments are
as follows. A blackjack game is played by a player and a dealer. A deck of cards (i.e., the
standard 52-card pack) is used. The 52 cards are shuffled before each game. When a game
starts, the player is dealt two cards. Both of the two cards are face up. Then the dealer
is dealt two cards. One of them is face up and the other is face down. Next, the player
selects “Hit” (i.e., to receive one more card) or “Stand” (i.e., to stop receiving cards).
If the player hits, a card is added to the player’s hand. If the player’s hand exceeds 21,
the player loses; otherwise, the player can select “Hit” or “Stand” again. This is repeated
until the player stands. If the player stands, the dealer’s face-down card becomes face
up. While the dealer’s hand does not exceed 17, the dealer continues taking one more
card. If the dealer’s hand exceeded 21, the player wins. When the dealer’s hand exceeds
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17 without exceeding 21, the winner of the game is judged as follows: if the hands of
the player and the dealer are equally close to 21, then the result of the game is a draw.
Otherwise, the player or the dealer whose hand is closer to 21 wins.
A hand of the player as well as the dealer is evaluated as the sum of the values of all the

cards in the hand. Each ace card is valued as 1 or 11, which is chosen so that the hand
becomes as close to 21 as possible without exceeding 21. Face cards (i.e., Jacks, Queens,
and Kings) are valued as 10. Other cards (i.e., cards 2 through 10) are valued as is.
In commonly used blackjack rules, if the player’s hand is 21 at the beginning of a game

(which is called natural 21), the player does nothing, and the result (win or draw) is
determined depending on the dealer’s hand (i.e., the player wins unless the dealer’ hand
is also 21). However, in our experiments, when the natural 21 happened, the game is
just ignored and the next game is started. This is because there is nothing for the player
to learn from those games. The winning rates in the result section (Section 4.3) do not
include such winnings.

4.2. Experimental setups.

4.2.1. Self-play. As explained in Section 4.1, two persons, a player and a dealer, partic-
ipate in a blackjack game. However, since the dealer selects actions with a fixed rule,
learning is unnecessary for the dealer. Thus, in our experiments, we do not conduct the
self-play in a strict sense. Nonetheless, the learning of the player takes place from scratch,
without any prior knowledge on how to win the game except for the game rules.

4.2.2. Belief and MCTS. To apply the modified AlphaZero (Section 3) to blackjack, we
need a belief regarding the dealer’s hidden card. In real blackjack games, the player can
guess what the hidden card is, based on various clues. For example, in a method called
card counting, the player counts certain values of all the visible cards that have already
appeared during the current and previous games in which the same card decks have
been used. In the present study, however, we do not consider details on how to make
such a guess, and we assume that the player’s belief of the hidden card is expressed as
a probability distribution in which the true hidden card has a certain probability value
of x and the other possible cards are equally likely. The value of x will be changed in
our experiments so that we can study the performance of the modified AlphaZero when
different amount of information is given to the agent.
More specifically, we assume that the belief is expressed as

b̄(i) = xδ(i− i∗) + (1− x)U(i) (15)

for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 52}, where i (= 1, 2, . . . , 52) is a unique index assigned to each
of the 52 cards, b̄(i) is the posterior probability that the index of the hidden card is i,
δ(i− i∗) is the Kronecker delta function which equals 1 if i = i∗ and 0 otherwise, i∗ is the
index of the true hidden card, and U(i) is the uniform distribution over all the possible
cards. The bar in b̄ is added to avoid being confused with the belief b represented by
particles as in Equation (14). We note that, in Equation (15), a larger value of x means
that the agent is making a more accurate guess regarding the index of the hidden card.
At each time step of each game, the belief b (Equation (14)) is constructed by drawing

ten samples from the distribution b̄ in Equation (15). The MCTS is conducted using b,
as mentioned in Section 3. Note that neither b̄ nor b allows the agent to know the exact
index of the hidden card.

4.2.3. Neural network. The inputs to the neural network are also modified to include the
belief b, as mentioned in Section 3 (e.g., Figure 3). We used a 6-layered neural network
consisting of an input layer, a convolution layer, three densely connected layers, and an
output layer. We normalized the inputs to the neural network to values between 0 and
1, by dividing the raw values by ten. When testing the original AlphaZero, we used the
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same input matrix as the one shown in Figure 3, except that the bottom row containing
the belief information is deleted.

4.2.4. Conditions. Experiments were conducted under the following three conditions:

(1) The original AlphaZero learns the blackjack in which one of the dealer’s cards is
hidden;

(2) The modified AlphaZero learns the blackjack in which one of the dealer’s cards is
hidden but belief b is given to the player;

(3) The original AlphaZero learns the blackjack in which the dealer’s cards are all open.

Condition (1) is for studying the performance of the original AlphaZero in the partially
observable game. Condition (2) is for studying the performance of the modified AlphaZe-
ro. If the modified AlphaZero can properly use the partial information b about the hidden
card, then the winning rate of (2) is expected to be higher than that of (1).

In condition (3), the dealer’s cards are all open, unlike in normal blackjack games.
The purpose of studying this condition is to see the upper limit of the winning rate. The
original AlphaZero can be used in this condition because there is no hidden card.

In the experiment, we set N = 1000, Ns = 3, and c = τ = k = 1. The game result z
was set to 1 for a win of the player, 0 for a draw, and −1 for a loss. The length of b was
10. Each winning rate was calculated from 1000 games played solely for evaluation (i.e.,
those 1000 games were not used for learning). We used a 4.2 GHz Intel Core i7 7700K
CPU and a GeForce GTX1080 GPU.

Each result shown in Figures 4-6 in the next section is the average over 12 experiments
with different random seeds. The error bars indicate the standard error.

4.3. Results. Figure 4 shows the learning curves, i.e., changes in the winning rate during
the iterations of learning, in the three conditions mentioned in Section 4.2.4. We set
x = 0.5 in this experiment. The winning rates in the figure are lower than 50%, but this
is because winnings by natural 21 (Section 4.1) and draws are not included. It can be
seen in the figure that the result of condition (2), i.e., the modified AlphaZero with belief
b, was better than that of condition (1), i.e., the original AlphaZero. Therefore, it was
confirmed that the modified algorithm can properly use the partial information regarding
the hidden card.

Figure 4. Learning curves

Figure 5 shows the time required for the learning in conditions (1) and (2). The results
of condition (3) are omitted because they were almost identical to those of condition (1).
It is shown that the total time was not very different between conditions (1) and (2). In
each condition, the time difference between the total time and the time spent for collecting
experiences are the time spent for training the deep neural network. The time spent for
training the neural network was a little longer in condition (2) than in condition (1). This
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Figure 5. Cumulative CPU time required for the iterations in conditions
(1) and (2)

is because the size of the input matrix for the neural network is larger in condition (2),
since the bottom row is added to contain the belief information (Figure 3).
The winning rates for various values of x are shown in Figure 6. For comparison, the

results of the original AlphaZero with and without a hidden card are also shown in the
figure. The larger the value of x was, the higher was the winning rate. This result is
reasonable because a larger value of x means that the agent’s belief is more informative
(i.e., the posterior probability is more concentrated on the index of the true hidden card).
When x was 0.1, the winning rate was at the same level as that of the original AlphaZero.
This means that, in such a case, the modified algorithm could not make use of the belief
to improve the winning rate.

Figure 6. Comparison of the winning rates. Each point is the winning
rate after 30 iterations.

5. Conclusion. In this study, we have used the particle representation of beliefs in order
to modify the AlphaZero algorithm. Numerical experiments using the blackjack have
shown that the use of the particle belief representation is a valid approach to making the
AlphaZero algorithm applicable to the partially observable environment.
An important future study is to investigate how general our algorithm is by applying the

algorithm to other partially observable games. It is also important to apply the algorithm
to real-world problems other than games.
Another important future issue is to modify the structure of the neural network. In

the present study, we have used an ordinary neural network consisting of a convolution
layer and densely connected layers. However, the belief b given to the neural network as
its input has a unique structure that it consists of many samples. There can be neural
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network structures that exploit this input structure for more efficient learning and/or
more accurate prediction.
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